
Estimating Revenues

A degree in statistics is not required!  The successful formula for city and 
county government revenue forecasting involves basic forecast models, 

constant information gathering and continuous monitoring.
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Why am I here (especially when I hate public speaking)?
*  FGFOA
*  Proven success at revenue forecasting that is easy to replicate
*  Budget Manager

 



Introduction

• How many have taken more than 5 classes in statistics, econometrics, 
or financial modeling?

• For how many of you, is it your ONLY job to forecast revenues?

• This is what you will learn today:

A method for an effective revenue forecast that can be done with 
limited resources, which includes time, that brings confidence to the 
decision makers.                                          



Introduction

• GFOA published a book in 2016 called “Informed Decision-Making 
Through Forecasting:  A Practitioner’s Guide to Government Revenue 
Analysis

• We are not going to recreate the wheel, but use their steps for 
revenue forecasting with some slight modifications.

• I have informally been using these steps for 11 years, with heavy 
emphasis on a few of the steps 



Step 1: Define the Problem

• A method for an effective revenue forecast that can be done with 
limited resources, which includes time, that brings confidence to the 
decision makers.                                        

• GFOA recommends 3 questions that should be considered at Step 1

1. Where should we focus our forecast efforts?
• Size (20-80 rule)

• Volatility

• Particular Fund

• Largo looks at EVERY individual revenue source
• Internal audit benefit (variances)

• Journal Entry Reclass

• City Manager wants constant evaluation of revenue streams



Step 1: Define the Problem

2. Is there significant growth on the horizon?
• Estimating revenues for a product life cycle for a business (intro, growth, 

maturity and decline)
• A City is very similar in that there could be high, low or no growth in 

development or in annexation 
• You want revenue estimations to align with the City’s strategic plan

3. What political issues might impact the forecast?
• Statutory limits on property tax increases
• Elimination of the CST
• Commission does/does not want to pursue annexation or provide business 

incentives



Step 2: Gather Information

• Know your Revenues
• What determines and influences the amount received?

• Literature
• Local government documents / fee ordinances

• Local Government Financial Information Handbook from the Florida Legislature’s Office 
of Economic and Demographic Research

• Staff involved with the revenue source (general information)

• Neighboring Communities (Local FGFOA Chapters)

• Document any info you receive  (Revenue Manual) – VERY IMPORTANT STEP

• Credibility 



Step 2: Gather Information

• Know the Financial and Economic Environment / Know Special Events 
and Emerging Trends
• WARNING – Do not get bogged down in the details (think big picture)

• The Difference in small / large governments

• Economy (recession, recovery, expansion)

• Trends in the major revenue streams
• Property Tax (taxable value / new construction)

• CST 

• Reclaimed Water 

• Golf Course 

• Intention is to verify reasonableness of forecasts



Step 2: Gather Information

• Gather Historical Revenue Data

• Amount of data (minimum / preferred)

• Periods of data (monthly and yearly) – dependent on Largo’s use

• Largo uses the data during CIP / Budget / Monitoring
• CIP (Long Range Financial Plan) uses yearly data

• Budget (long Range Financial Plan) uses both yearly and monthly data

• Monitoring uses monthly data (smaller revenues grouped together)

• All individual revenues are looked at during CIP and Budget



Step 2: Gather Information
• Gather Historical Revenue Data….continued

• Find and adjust outliers
• Sewer Pellets out of compliance

• Adjust one time revenues
• CST (audit) 

• Policy Changes
• Utility rate changes

• Recreation memberships

• Working with departments
• Building Division / Engineering Division / Recreation, Parks and Arts Department



Step 3: Exploratory Analysis

• Data visualization / listed data

• Trends

• Seasonality
• Correcting Seasonality with Classical Decomposition

• Largo / Seldom do it unless using Forecast X

• % rate changes tracked / % rate changes analyzed (optional)
• Descriptive statistics in excel

• Building Confidence Intervals on % rate changes (mean and standard 
deviation)  -show you during later step



Step 3: Exploratory Analysis
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Step 3: Exploratory Analysis



Step 4 & 5: Select & Implement Forecasting Methods

• Step 4:
• Selecting a Forecasting Method

• Step 5:
• Implementing a Forecasting Method

To Be Continued!



Step 6: Use Forecasts

• Long Range Financial Plan – 5 years (CIP and Budget)

• Administration views / discusses the Plan in whole 
• structurally balanced (cyclically), sustainability, fund balance, major changes 

(staffing increases), major projects, etc.

• Administration views / discusses in parts
• For example: Revenues that roll up into LRFP are in spreadsheets with actuals, 

budgeted and forecasted numbers

• Discuss major discrepancies in data (causes), variances from budget, long 
term assumptions and consistency (1/2 cent and Local Option Sales Tax)



Step 6: Use Forecasts

• Credibility of the Forecaster
• Proven Accuracy

• Knowledge of Revenues (ability to answer specific questions)

• Ability to Recommend Changes in Assumptions with Sound Reasoning 

• Early years in Largo vs. Current years in Largo

• Objective or Conservative Revenue Forecasts
• Early years in Largo / Current years in Largo

• Long Term Forecasts (outer years) - Conservative

• Objective Forecasts Require
• Appropriate Fund Balance Levels (Established Policies?)

• Continuous Review and Communication with Management (No Surprises) 

• Charts and Graphs – A picture is worth 1,000 words



Step 6: Use Forecasts



Step 6: Use Forecasts

• Revenue and Expense Report
• Monthly Review and Discuss Information with:

• Finance Management 

• Management Analysts

• Quarterly Review with Executive Administration

• All Funds

• Specifically Address Discrepancies
• Investigate for Answers (Fire Plan Review Fees / Recyclables (past)

• Updated Forecast (with monthly data)

• Budget Amendments or Transfers



Step 7: Evaluate Forecasts

• My favorite part of the process!

• Analyze Forecast in Total, By Fund (important for administration)

• Analyze Forecast by Major Individual Revenues (important for 
forecaster)
• Do we need different forecast methods based on results?

• Never correct, but in theory differences provide more accuracy in total

• Revenue Manuals (or electronic storage)
• How was it forecasted?  Any notes?

• Keep multiple years (I keep the last 3 years)



Step 7: Evaluate Forecasts



Step 7: Evaluate Forecasts



Step 4 & 5: Select & Implement Forecasting Methods

• Quantitative – Historical data (actual revenues and economic factors) 
and statistical techniques

• Judgmental – Expert knowledge of forecaster

• Quantitative first and Judgmental second (checks and balance)

• Edit quantitative numbers based on info gathered (building permits)

• Regression Models
• Largo does not use because of time and data constraints

• Regression forecasting of economic data (econometrics)

• Interesting fact – Beta of a company stock



Step 4 & 5: Select & Implement Forecasting Methods



Step 4 & 5: Select & Implement Forecasting Methods

• There is no “magic bullet” in forecasting (no single technique for all 
revenue forecasts
• This includes forecasting software (Forecast X)

• Trial and Error

• Data / Information gathering is the most important (adjusting forecasts)

• Averaging Forecast Methods
• Some success

• Time constraints

• Uncertainty 
• Range estimates

• Scenario Analysis (best, probable and worst case)

• Instead Largo updates estimates regularly (see monthly report)



Step 4 & 5: Select & Implement Forecasting Methods

• Extrapolation Forecasting (time series forecasting models)
• Used in Public Sector Forecasting (Largo included)

• Reliable

• Objective

• Inexpensive (Excel)

• Relatively easy to use and understand (not a lot of statistical expertise)

• Data
• Availability

• Observations (many needed)

• Stability of revenues in most cases (new product revenue forecasts)



Step 4 & 5: Select & Implement Forecasting Methods

• Compare forecasted numbers to actual numbers in models (errors)

• Many methods
• Mean absolute error (MAE) - accuracy

• Mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) - accuracy

• Mean squared error (MSE) - accuracy

• Root mean squared error (RMSE) - accuracy

• Mean Error (ME) - bias

• Mean percentage error (MPE) – bias

• Positive and negative errors
• Remember accuracy of revenue forecasts in total (earlier slide)



Step 4 & 5: Select & Implement Forecasting Methods

• Moving Average
• Simple / quick

• Underestimates trend (lags)

• Conservative in growth phases / Opposite effect in contraction phases

• Uses limited historical data (variable periods)

• Largo uses for small revenues without trend – example False Alarms

• Long term – use the same number as short term estimate

• Warning – Seasonal data (must de-seasonalize)

• Weighted Moving Average
• The above points apply (not as simple – requires solver or trial and error)

• Recent data is more important / Should have more of an effect on forecast

• If the recent period has real strong weight look at models with trend



Step 4 & 5: Select & Implement Forecasting Methods
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Step 4 & 5: Select & Implement Forecasting Methods

• Moving Average With Trend
• Not as simple or quick as Moving Average

• Adds trend to Moving Average

• Uses limited historical data (variable periods)

• Largo uses for small/mid revenues with trend (double check)

• Long term – use the trend component
• Warning – The model is using limited observations to forecast the trend

• Many times I want to look at trend over a greater period

• Warning – Seasonal data (must de-seasonalize)

• Forecast= MA level + MA trend x ((L+1)/2)

• Why ((L+1)/2)    L=length of moving average



Step 4 & 5: Select & Implement Forecasting Methods
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Step 4 & 5: Select & Implement Forecasting Methods

• Exponential Smoothing (Exponentially Weighted Moving Average)
• Not as simple as  ANY of the Moving Average models discussed

• Does not account for trend (lags)

• Uses ALL historical data / weighting determines influence
• Greater the Alpha greater the weight assigned to recent observations

• Greater the Alpha greater the variation from year to year

• Largo uses for small/mid revenues without trend (double check)

• Long term – should not use

• Exponential Smoothing models – Largo uses the second one
• F = Previous F + A(previous error)     *error= actual - forecast

• F = Previous Actual x A + previous forecast x (1-A)  
• Note, first forecast can be set to equal the first actual 

• Using alpha and the last forecast all forecasts are being stored implicitly



Step 4 & 5: Select & Implement Forecasting Methods
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Step 4 & 5: Select & Implement Forecasting Methods

• Holt Exponential Smoothing
• Not as simple as  ANY of the models discussed

• Uses exponential smoothing but uses a trend component

• Uses ALL historical data / two weighting variables determines influence
• Greater the variable greater the weight assigned to recent observations

• Greater the variable greater the variation from year to year

• Alpha is measuring the Level term (base) and Beta is measuring the Trend term

• If Beta is zero then it would be the exponential smoothing model (no trend)

• Largo uses Holt for mid/large revenues with trend (favorite model)

• Long term – Better than exponential smoothing – including trend



Step 4 & 5: Select & Implement Forecasting Methods

• Holt Exponential Smoothing models – Variation from GFOA book
• Note, first level term equals the first actual (or use average) 

• Note, first term can be set to 0 (or use average) 

• Using variables and the last forecast all forecasts are being stored implicitly

• Damped Trend Exponential Smoothing (never used)
• Adds third variable that damps trend

• Belief that trend will fade away



Step 4 & 5: Select & Implement Forecasting Methods
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Step 4 & 5: Select & Implement Forecasting Methods



Questions? 
(Only Easy Ones!)

Jared Meyer

Treasury Manager for the City of Largo

jmeyer@largo.com / 727-586-7320
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